Polis/EBU newsroom fellow Kristin Granbo from Norway will be with Polis for the month of October to research the topic of how the way we report news for children is changing. For more information on this research project contact Kristin via @KGranbo

How can we make children’s news with the same criteria when the terms have changed?

Keeping up with the audience

Keeping up with a middle aged audience is absolutely doable. They have just logged on to Facebook, and (most) are milestones behind media professionals in terms of using social media to keep updated.

Maintaining relevance amongst children and young people is a whole other story. They are likely to have moved on once we have figured out what the next big thing is.

Nevertheless journalists are reforming in order to show their presence wherever their audience may be.
Competing with new formats

Once upon a time, and not really that long ago, news for children came only in the shape of a TV bulletin including stories which had been carefully selected and shaped to inform young viewers in words they could understand and which would dampen their fear around hard news and current events.

But children have moved on from their TV sets, and so should we, if we want them to pay attention.

In my current research into changes in children’s news reporting, journalists were asked what other news sources they see as alternatives for their audience (children).

Nearly all of them said Instagram (93%), 73% said Snapchat, while 63% meant that Facebook was a competitive source of news for children.

News on Instagram and Snapchat

Some children’s news programmes around Europe are now taking this information seriously and offering news on new platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat.

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporations’ Supernytt, for example, which is aimed at 8-12 year olds, began posting news on Instagram one year ago. They now have nearly 34,000 followers.

Seeing that there are currently 300,000 children in the target audience in Norway, this means one in every ten child follows these news updates on Instagram (we do not, however, know that all followers are in this age group, even though that is the target audience for the account).
A Snapchat account has also been set up in recent months, which is being run by the journalists, where one of the presenters show/present and talk about one big news story of that day.
Same criteria, new challenges

These two platforms are still being tried and tested and is constantly changing, 12 months on, because how do you compress a minute and a half long TV story into a ten seconds long “snap story”? Or how do you say what you would normally say in five paragraphs online, in just a picture and three words on Instagram? There is no quick fix to those questions.

Short formats in bite size servings, easily accessible and continuously updated is naturally a preferred presentation of the news, for adults and children alike (with a short attention span). But how do we ensure that these new formats maintain the same quality as the one minute thirty second TV story?

How do we explain the news in words children understand, with information that gives context to the events of the world, without frightening, but which enlightens them and inspire them to keep watching and listening?

As one journalist in my survey put it: “Children’s news program must be very adaptable”.

No doubt about it, but as the formats get shorter and information is being left out; does the line between children and adult news get blurry? And so how can we best offer news specifically tailored for children on these new platforms and these new formats?
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